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Building, Operating and Monitoring Today’s Cloud-Based Business Systems
DevOps is the union of people, process and technology to enable continuous delivery
of value to your end users. Discover a New World of business value with a DevOps
Assessment.

ACTS will host a series of interviews and working sessions across seven disciplines to gauge
DevOps maturity, process, team alignment for the cloud and identify gaps culminating
with a summary report and roadmap. Under certain circumstances some or all of this
engagement may be subsidized, email DevOps@ACTSolution.net to see if you qualify.

Why Assess Your Need for DevOps Today?
40% of implementations end up getting reworked because they don’t
meet the users’ original requirements.
41% of development budgets for software, IT staff and external professional
services will be consumed by poor requirements.
The average cost of one-hour downtime of a customer-facing app is
calculated at $100K per hour.
A bug caught in production ends up costing 100x more than if the same
bug was found earlier in the development cycle.

ACTS brings expertise in approaches like continuous integration and continuous delivery
(CI/CD), agile methodology, cloud application life cycle management and cloud monitoring
& operations.

ACTS will partner with you to jumpstart your DevOps with a focus on the
people, process and technologies.

Benefits of DevOps In Your
Organization:
High IT performance and boosted
productivity
(2,604x faster mean time to recover*)

Improve quality and availability
Shorten cycle times and deliver
value faster
(2,555x faster lead time for changes*)

Eliminate waste and optimize
resources
Deliver innovation with digital-era
velocity
(46x deployment frequency*)

Next Steps:

Consider a DevOps Strategic Assessment to
help you achieve your transformation goals.
DevOps@actsolution.net
www.ACTSolution.net/solution/devops/
*Source: 2018 Accelerate: State of DevOps: Strategies for
a New Economy.” N. Forsgren, J. Humble, G. Kim. DevOps
Research and Assessment (DORA)

